Case study:
Wander Wisley without worry; Changing Places unveiled

Wander Wisley without worry; Brand new
Changing Places toilet unveiled
The Project
Wisley is the flagship garden of the Royal Horticultural Society (RHS) and one of the UK’s most visited and best-loved
gardens, attracting around one million visitors each year. The garden has expanded hugely over the years to its
current size of 97ha (240 acres).
With their focus on inspirational gardening - rather than a museum of plants and conservation, Wisley are
constantly assessing and updating plants and planting schemes to ensure there’s always something new to excite
and inspire. The inclusion of their brand new Changing Places toilet is a testament to this value to share the
gardens with all of their visitors, and what better way to do that than to ensure all visitors can wander Wisley
without worry.
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New Changing Places for RHS Wisley Gardens - Complete with comprehensive way-finding & signage

The Detail

RHS Wisley approached OpeMed to begin the planning process for a
Changing Places toilet as part of their development of the new front of
house Welcome building.
Our specialists were able to apply their experience and technical knowledge
to ensure an easy, no-hassle installation took place. This included creating a
large space which could accommodate all the required equipment.
The Changing Places toilet includes a flush XY Ceiling Hoist system, fixed
with wall-posts to ensure minimal disturbance to the surrounding structure.

Small elements of flair can help to ensure a facility is on brand.

The facility also includes a height adjustable Changing Table, a peninsular
toilet, privacy screen and a range of other equipment.
Sue Biggs, RHS Director General describes herself as
“thrilled that people can experience the new Welcome building and
landscape, an historic moment of transformation for Wisley.’

The Campaign
Changing Places is a campaign on behalf of people who cannot use standard
accessible toilets. This includes people with profound learning disabilities, their
carers, as well as other disabled people. They need Changing Places toilets
with space and the right equipment- including a height adjustable changing
bench and a hoist.

Room covering Flush XY System with OT200 Ceiling Hoist

OpeMed are the official sponsors and equipment manufacturers of
the Changing Places Campaign under the partnership Aveso. OpeMed have
installed Ceiling Hoists, Adjustable Washbasins and Changing Tables in
Changing Places projects throughout the country, from libraries to universities
to schools to public spaces.
OpeMed’s experience at layout and installation and the ability to work with our
own manufactured products sets us apart from the competition in terms of
service and support.

Wisley offers a full 12m2 Changing Places toilet
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